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INTRODUCTION

Securities disclosure documents have become significantly more
complex as issuers seek to limit their litigation risk1 and regula-
tors require issuers to disclose more information.2 The length of a
prospectus has ballooned to an average of 184 pages.3 From the
perspective of many retail investors, examining a prospectus has
become a significant challenge, and for some, a prohibitive one.4

To combat the effects of this deluge of information, two strate-
gies have been advanced. Certain commentators support requir-
ing issuers to include a summary page with disclosures.5 Others
have argued that retail investors’ needs are best served by not
focusing on them,6 but rather focusing upon market professionals
who are best positioned to protect retail investors by having both
the expertise and information necessary to establish an efficient
market for securities.7

The ever-increasing length of disclosure documents coincides
with the recent rise of ChatGPT and AI based search technologies.
AI today is capable not only of more efficient searches but also of
presenting the information in a narrative format. Yet, the Securi-
ties and Exchange Commission (SEC or Commission) and com-
mentators have not addressed how this new technology could
help the disclosure length problem. This Article argues in favor of
supporting the needs of retail investors and shows how AI is the
best tool to address those needs in the current disclosure system
and in a theoretical “pure information” environment where the
issuer only provides raw data to the market.

The argument proceeds in the following manner. In Part I, the
Article outlines key concepts in the securities disclosure regime
as well as the technology underlying AI. Part II undertakes a
survey of current thinking, exploring both the policies of requir-
ing a summary disclosure document and completely upturning
the current approach using “pure information.” Part III provides
a defense of the retail investor and shows how AI could not only
enhance current disclosures on EDGAR but also become a key
feature in a “pure information” disclosure environment. This part
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also addresses the practical implications of bringing about and
regulating such an AI. Finally, in Part IV, the Article explores the
implications of a focus upon the retail investor and the problems
inherent with deploying an AI system.
I. SECURITIES DISCLOSURES AND AI, OH-MY

A. THE DISCLOSURE FRAMEWORK

If there is one word that encapsulates the philosophy and drives
the policy of the US securities laws, it is “disclosure.”8 This phi-
losophy calls for the Commission to ensure “the quality and
quantity of information that corporations made publicly
available.”9 Under this system, investors get to make their own
decisions about the investment and the government does not
make any claim as to whether the investment is “fair, just, [or]
equitable.”10

This philosophy, while simple in theory, runs into difficulty
when put into practice. There are questions about what11 infor-
mation should be disclosed and the method of the disclosure.12

The Commission’s answer to each of these questions can be found
in Regulation S-K,13 the plain English requirement, file type
requirements, and incorporation by reference.14

1. Regulation S-K and Reporting Requirements
The disclosure regime created by the Securities Act of 1933 (’33

Act or Securities Act) and the Securities Exchange Act of 1934
(’34 Act or Exchange Act), and perhaps its core feature,15 is
outlined in Regulation S-K.16 Regulation S-K (along with Regula-
tion S-X for accounting items) “act[s] as the principal source[] for
determining the disclosures required to be made.”17 By establish-
ing a series of items that can be easily referenced in the respec-
tive disclosure documents, the Commission has created a “central
repository” of disclosure requirements.18 For example, Item 101
calls for a “Description of Business,” Item 303 “Management’s
Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of
Operations,” and Item 503 “Prospectus Summary.”19

The primary disclosure documents—S-1, S-3, 10-K, and 10-Q—
illustrate the modular, uniform approach. Each of these forms
reference disclosure items articulated in Regulation S-K.20 Issu-
ers file Forms S-1 and S-3 registration statements when an is-
suer makes a new security offering. Form S-1 is the default
registration statement21 often used by new or inexperienced issu-
ers and has less disclosure burden than the S-3.22 More seasoned
issuers use the Form S-3.23 The disclosure in this document is
more extensive because it contains information related to mate-
rial changes since the last regular report.24 Form 10-K and 10-Q
are the periodic reports required under the Exchange Act.25 In a
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year, a company must file one 10-K, three 10-Q’s, any proxy state-
ments, as well as annual shareholder reports. For the average in-
vestor, the burden of thoroughly reviewing these filings is
substantial.26

2. Plain English, Incorporation by Reference, and
File Type

In addition to regulating what must be disclosed, the SEC has
also promulgated regulations regarding how the information may
be disclosed. These regulations include: the plain English require-
ment,27 incorporation by reference,28 and regulations regarding
the file in which disclosure is contained.29 First, the plain English
requirement requires “issuers to write the cover pages, summary,
and risk factors portions of prospectuses” in easy to read English.30

Actually, the Commission encourages, but does not require
outside of the prospectus, all documents filed to be written in
“clear, concise, and understandable” plain English.31 Substan-
tively, these requirements include: “[s]hort sentences; [d]efinite,
concrete, everyday language; [a]ctive voice; [t]abular presentation
. . .; [n]o legal jargon; and [n]o multiple negatives.”32 The plain
English requirement arose out of a fear that disclosure docu-
ments were too complicated to be effectively used by individual
investors.33

Incorporation by reference allows issuers to reference prior
documents filed with the Commission that address an item
required by a current document. The Commission adopted this
approach based on the efficient market theory;34 however, when it
was first adopted it was limited to companies that traded in an
efficient market—namely companies with an appropriate public
float or annual trading volume.35 Today, thanks to lower thresh-
olds regarding public float and annual trading volume, incorpora-
tion by reference is rampant in both registration statements and
periodic reports.36 Importantly, while this doctrine makes it eas-
ier for issuers to complete registration statement forms and
incorporate information into their periodic reports, it makes it
difficult for retail investors to follow the trail to find the
information. Moreover, it makes it difficult for computers to read
the information as well.37

Along with these substantive policies, the Commission has also
addressed technical issues regarding computer files. Due to
technical restrains of the HTML format and the intentional
narrative-based disclosure design, data analytic efforts required
the manual retrieval of information.38 In response, the SEC
promulgated a rule to require issuers to also prepare certain
documents, including all the previous forms discussed in machine
friendly XBRL format.39 The XBRL file allows computers to easily
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and automatically extract “financial statement data, footnotes,
and other key information” because each of these elements is
“tagged using definitions from a common taxonomy of reporting
elements.”40 In addition to efforts making these reports easier for
machines to read, the Commission also requires companies to
include their filings on their website and on the SEC’s database
EDGAR.41 Together, and as will be discussed in Part III, this
framework serves the SEC’s goal of “ensuring that all investors
and market participants can access the information necessary to
make informed financial decisions.”42

Despite these requirements, investors find these disclosure
documents long and difficult reads.43 Thanks, in part, to incompat-
ible disclosure design and increased shareholder litigation,
disclosure documents are now excessively lengthy.44 Risk factor
sections run long and address risk factors that have very little
bearing on the business. Management Discussion & Analysis sec-
tions also tend to be over-inclusive in attempts to avoid litigation
that alleges the omission of material information.45 However,
these practices continue as a way to hedge against the risk of
litigation.46 While securities litigation reform has received wide-
spread coverage,47 there is a paucity in reforms aimed at the
design of the disclosure system itself. This Article aims to fill this
gap.

B. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

Depending on who you ask, AI will propel mankind into the
future or put everyone out of a job.48 While this Article declines to
enter that discussion here, it is important to understand how AI
works, its risks and limitations, and how market participants al-
ready leverage the technology.

1. Understanding the Technology
AI covers a broad series of technology and designs, “ranging

from ‘if-then’ rule-based expert systems to natural language
processing, to the marriage of algorithms and statistics known as
machine learning.”49 Each of these types of technologies has vary-
ing impacts on the “applicability, relevance, and relative useful-
ness of legal rules” and should not be confused as the same thing.50

Recently, machine learning51 emerged as the most promising and
innovative AI technology.52 Machine learning broadly means “com-
puter algorithms that have the ability to ‘learn’ or improve in
performance over time on some task.”53 As opposed to a program-
mer outlining a set of if-then parameters, machine learning takes
the opposite approach.54 Instead, the algorithm starts with a
“data set and then attempts to derive rules on its own.”55

Programmers can deploy two machine learning methods depend-
ing on their goals. In an unsupervised learning model, the
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algorithm searches for patterns on its own and helps with explor-
atory data analysis.56 In a supervised learning model, the
algorithm works on a preselected set of data and tailors the
results to achieve the programmer’s desired outcome.57

These technologies have ideal environments in which they can
operate and this can be traced to the factors that have empowered
its growth. The rapid evolution of AI has been empowered by
data, storage, communication, computing power, and analytics.58

All of these factors generally rely on static, predictable patterns.
Because of this and the technology’s current59 inability to mimic
human cognition, AI best operates in situations with easily drawn
categories and plentiful numeric indicators. Thankfully for AI,
finance and capital markets are filled with such categories and
raw numeric data.60 Today, programs like ChatGPT leverage
machine learning technology to take data and provide a compre-
hensive, narrative answer or prediction to almost any question a
user may have.61

2. Risks and Limitations of AI
While AI is able to quickly and astutely analyze massive data

sets, it also has drawbacks, including data dependency, the black
box (the state at which the computational processes of the AI are
too complicated for humans to understand how it arrived at the
output), cybersecurity, and privacy risks.62 First, AI, and
particularly machine learning, depends on the quality of the
training data.63 This introduces a whole set of problems because
humans determine this data.64 Thus the quality of the machine
learning algorithm depends on the sophistication and knowledge
of the programmer.65 Aside from the quality of the data, risks also
exist related to herd behavior and reliance on historical data.66

For example, a group of AI systems recognizing the same trend
at the same time can lead to a dramatic market collapse.67 Fur-
ther, an AI’s outputs may be “inaccurate or improper because the
prior data is inapplicable to future-looking predictions.”68 These
systems can only rely on current and historical data to make
predictions and AI are only as good as the data they train on.69

The next risk AI poses is related to the “black box,” which refers
to “the risk that AI results in processes and operations unknown
to and uncontrolled by human beings.”70 This risk poses both
financial and legal problems. If the user or programmer is unable
to check the algorithm’s work, the financial analysis may be
flawed.71 Legally, the black box raises the question of who is ac-
countable for the AI’s actions.72 As will be discussed further below,
the Commission has recently adopted a rule proposal aimed at
eliminating conflicts of interests in algorithms used by broker-
dealers and investment advisors.73 Chair Gensler has expressed
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fear over the power of the algorithm to push retail investors into
certain investments.74 The rule proposal is similar to the com-
monly proposed solution known as putting “a human in the loop”
or place a step in the algorithmic process requiring a person to
approve the calculation or process so that there is either account-
ability for and correction of bad or unwanted outputs.75

Finally, AI represents a prime target for bad actors in
cyberspace.76 In 2019, IBM found that “the finance and insurance
industry was the most attacked industry in terms of cybersecurity
threats.”77 These threats may come from external sources (hack-
ers and state actors) or internal sources (rogue employees or
corporate spies).78 Recently, hackers injected false data into
EDGAR and hacked social media accounts to manipulate the
trading algorithms.79 There are also privacy concerns about the
data an AI would be able to gather from retail investors.
Everything ranging from what investors are searching, what in-
formation they view, and how long they spend reading the sum-
marized disclosure could be collected, analyzed, and sold.

3. Current AI Use in the Financial Markets
There are limitless potential uses of AI.80 In financial firms,

there are a few key areas where machine learning has an obvious
application. Firms deploy machine learning to assess credit risk,
to protect against fraud and wrongdoing, and to devise better
trading strategies.81 In 2016, fraud accounted for $16 billion in
losses, and firms are eager to leverage AI to detect fraud earlier.82

Quantitative hedge funds deploy AI to make investment decisions
and private equity firms deploy AI to spot trends in financial
data.83 One firm even launched an ETF based on AI decision
making.84 Firms like JPMorgan are already developing ChatGPT
like services to give investors financial advice.85 One firm has
even registered an AI as a financial advisor with the SEC.86 De-
spite these advances, issuers and the Commission have yet to
embrace AI improvements to the disclosure framework.
II. UNDERSTANDING CURRENT THINKING

This part addresses the questions of who is actually reading
the disclosure document as well as what commentators have to
say about the Commission’s current approach. The Commission’s
disclosure policies appear to have conflicting aims. Some com-
mentators argue that disclosures run too long and the Commis-
sion should require a summary page for the benefit of retail inves-
tors, i.e., non-professionals who trade securities.87 Contrary to
this view, others suggest that disclosure documents should be
geared toward market professionals or those with financial acu-
men and resources to invest on a large scale.88

A. Who is Reading the Documents
When Congress enacted the current securities laws, it clearly
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had investor protection in mind.89 Future Speaker Sam Rayburn’s
comments speak to this purpose. Congress sought “to make avail-
able to the prospective purchaser, if he is wise enough to use it,
all information that is pertinent that would put him on notice
and on guard, and then let him beware.”90 Along with this fair
warning concern, Congress also sought to discourage fraudulent
schemes, encourage investors to re-enter the market following
the Great Depression, and reduce asymmetries between the
investors and company managers.91 As Professor Korsmo writes,
“three and a half” of the four concerns listed deal with unsophis-
ticated, ordinary investors.92

While Congress may have been concerned with retail investors
as a matter of policy, it remains unclear whether retail investors
can even make sense of the information provided to them. In a
2019 FINRA report, the authors found that only 30% of the gen-
eral population were able to correctly answer questions related to
basic financial concepts such as compound interest, inflation, and
risk diversification.93 In a 2012 financial literacy report, the Com-
mission reported that “investors have a weak grasp of elementary
financial concepts and lack critical knowledge of ways to avoid
investment fraud.”94 The Commission also concluded that certain
subgroups, “including women, African-Americans, Hispanics, the
oldest segment of the elderly population, and those who are poorly
educated” had less financial knowledge than the general
population.95 Moreover, as a matter of practice “ordinary inves-
tors do not . . . review the annual, quarterly, and current reports
that are incorporated by reference” into registration statements.96

The picture is not entirely negative. The majority of new retail
investors are Gen Z and Millennials with a median age of 35
years.97 New retail investors are increasingly more diverse with a
make up of 58% White, 17% African American, 15% Hispanic/
Latino, and 10% Asian.98 More women are entering the retail in-
vestor pool as 37% of new retail investors are women.99 Showing
initiative, 94% of retail investors want to do their own research
and 90% want access to educational materials to improve their
investing skills.100

The 2012 financial literacy report provides some suggestions
geared to helping retail investors.101 The report suggested that:
(1) retail investors generally prefer to receive disclosures before
they make a decision, (2) retail investors favor “summary docu-
ments containing key information about the investment product,”
(3) retail investors prefer “clear, concise, understandable
language, using bullet points, tables, charts, and/or graphs,” and
(4) investors favor a “layered approach” or approach where key
information is first sent and then upon request a more detailed
disclosure is sent.102
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Regarding what information retail investors like to see before
purchase, the report found four major categories: (1) fees/
expenses; (2) investment performance; (3) principal risks; and (4)
investment objective.103 The takeaway is that investors only need
a few pieces of information in a summary of a disclosure
document. The problem is who gets to summarize the informa-
tion into a neat package. Traditionally, a human would manually
go through all the information to provide a summary but, as will
be discussed below, AI can now easily perform the task.104

B. SEC’s Current Approach
Recently, the Commission proposed a rule regarding the use of

AI and predictive data analytics (PDA) by broker-dealers and
financial advisors.105 The rule recognizes that AI and PDA can
bring benefits in market access, efficiency, and returns but cau-
tions that to the extent these technologies are used to put a firm’s
interest over an investor’s, an investor can suffer harm.106 The
rule applies to broker-dealers and investment advisors who use
(1) covered technologies during (2) investor interactions.107 If
these two elements are met, the broker-dealer or investment
advisor must (3) comply with the rule by evaluating, determin-
ing, and “eliminating or neutralizing conflicts of interest.”108

As currently proposed, the rule defines covered technology to
include any use of “analytical, technological, or computational
function, algorithm, model, correlation matrix, or similar method
or process that optimizes for, predicts, guides, forecasts, or directs
investment-related behaviors or outcomes” for an investor.109 The
broad construction of covered technology have led critics to argue
that basic programs like Excel are also covered under the rule.110

Further, departing from past rulemaking in the space, the rule
applies to all interactions with investors not just interactions
that result in the purchase of sale of securities.111 Finally, going
beyond mere disclosure of conflicts, the rule requires those
covered to eliminate or neutralize conflicts, defining conflicts
broadly to include favoring information to the firm or any of the
firm’s associated persons.112 A conflict is successfully eliminated
under the rule when “the interaction no longer places the
interests of the firm ahead of the interests of the investors”113 and
successfully neutralized when the algorithm still includes the
conflict of interest as a factor but “does not place the firm’s or as-
sociated person’s interest ahead of the investor.”114

While there is still a long road of comment letters and debate
regarding the proposed rule,115 what the rules makes clear is that
the Commission wants to take an active role in protecting inves-
tors from the murkiness of the algorithm’s output.116 Effectively,
the Commission is requiring firms to place a “human in the loop”
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to evaluate the algorithm for conflicts of interests and ensure the
outputs do not improperly take them into account. Indeed, the
Commission is simply using a technique for AI regulation sug-
gested by scholars for years and applying it in the context of
conflicts of interest.117

Traditionally, the SEC takes a “balanced” approach to the needs
of different classes of investors.118 As discussed above, the initial
policy behind the ‘33 and ‘34 Acts favored retail investors. Since
then, both SEC policy and court decisions have reinforced this
approach. For example, in the Wheat Report, the Commission
determined that “[a] balance must be struck which reflects, to the
extent possible, the needs of all who have a stake in the securi-
ties market.”119 Moreover, court decisions from around that time
reinforced the idea that disclosure should be geared to “the ama-
teur . . . the professional advisor . . . and [] the securities
analyst.”120 Today, this thinking still remains prevalent amongst
SEC staff121 and is evident in the agency’s rule making.122

However, commentators have criticized this inclusive approach.
One group is generally pro-retail investor and blames the risk
mitigation regarding future litigation as the root cause of
lengthening disclosure documents. Their solution would require
issuers to include a summary section with disclosure documents.
The other camp dismisses the need for disclosure documents to
address retail investors’ needs at all. This group argues that
disclosures should be geared toward analysts and market profes-
sionals because they are best able to analyze the information.

C. Summary Section
A growing number of scholars and practitioners have become

concerned with the increasing length of disclosure documents
and the inability of retail investors to comprehend them,123 or to
access the information they need as companies seek to limit their
liability by including voluminous, boiler-plate information in
their bloated documents.124 This argument has merit. While plain
English appears to be best practice in all documents submitted to
the SEC, it is not a requirement.125 Moreover, the focus of the
disclosure appears to be geared toward litigation prevention
rather than informing investors.126 Indeed, from 1999 to today,
the risk factor section across prospectuses grew on average from
35 to 66 listed factors.127

Professor Steinberg argues that ordinary investors should have
access to “meaningful information regarding the company and
other material facts in an understandable and plainly written
format.”128 James Deeken goes further and actually lays out the
required information for a prospectus.129 EU regulators have al-
ready laid out requirements for a summary section to accompany
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their prospectuses.130

D. Pure Information
Others argue that the market best serves retail investors when

financial intermediaries and institutional investors have access
to the most disclosure. They note that not all investors and mar-
ket participants have the same financial sophistication or
motivations.131 While the exact categories of investor are disputed,
they point out that investor types range from the unsophisticated
retail investor to the financially acute securities analyst and
large institutional investors.132 These different types of investors
analyze documents with varying levels of sophistication.133

The crux of the argument posits that gearing disclosure
towards those with more knowledge and resources will create the
most efficient market for securities.134 A securities market is ef-
ficient when the “price of [a security] at a given time is the best
estimate of what the price will be in the future” because the
existing price reflects all available information about the
security.135 Efficient capital markets benefit investors of all types,
“because they exhibit accurate prices and enhanced liquidity so
that investors can effectively realize their investment preferences
by allocating capital accordingly.”136 The efficient market
hypothesis is generally accepted by the courts and Commission
as a goal of disclosure.137 If one accepts the efficient market
hypothesis, it would seem that the financial professional would
be best able to absorb and utilize the information to “largely
protect[] ordinary investors from their own ignorance.”138

Unlike other markets which require disclosure of all material
information, the United States currently only requires selective
disclosure of items listed in regulation S-K, as required by cur-
rent reports as well as the information required to be disclosed in
special circumstances.139 Yet still, disclosure documents have
grown increasingly longer and filled with meaningless informa-
tion that makes it not only unapproachable to the retail investors
but also unhelpful to the sophisticated investor or institutional
analyst.140 Because sophisticated investors create efficient
markets and the current disclosure regime does not disclose in-
formation efficiently, this group advocates for reform geared to-
ward providing unfiltered data free of management narration.141

This unfiltered data would allow those who can analyze it to
“access the true reality” of the issuer.142 Such information would
“enable professional investors to get a clearer picture of the
underlying reality” of the company.143 The data would be
processed through AI and/or increasingly more sophisticated
financial analytic tools to allow those investors to create an ef-
ficient market for the security.144 The proponents argue that
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“regulators need not be concerned, however, that ordinary inves-
tors will be blinded by the daylight outside the cave or drowned
in the torrent of information” because they will read the sum-
mary reports and analysis provided by the investment
professionals.145

III. Assisting Retail Investors
A. Why the Commission Should Not Abandon Retail
Investors
Retail investors should remain the primary focus of disclosure

policies, whether those policies mirror the current disclosure
regime or are based on “pure information.” This argument has
three legs: 1) the population of current investors; 2) current pub-
lic policy considerations; and 3) the legislative history of the Se-
curities Act and Exchange Act.

Retail investors hold approximately 31 percent of publicly
traded equity.146 This significant percentage of retail investors
can be attributed to the rise of online brokerage platforms—
Robin Hood, E*TRADE, Sofi and others—that have made securi-
ties transactions easier and less expensive.147 Not only are more
individuals participating in the market than ever,148 they are also
finding ways to band together to exert their will as a block of
shareholders.149 It has never been easier for non-high net worth
individuals to organize and make their interests known to
management using platforms such as Reddit and Discord.150

While recently retail investors banding together resulted in
destructive trends such as “meme stocks,” the “democratization”
of public company ownership cannot be easily handed back to
more organized interests now that retail investors have realized
they can band together to effectively wield power.151

Next, both current SEC and public policy favor supporting
retail investors. The SEC’s mission is three-part: “to protect
investors, maintain fair, orderly, and efficient markets, and facili-
tate capital formation.”152 The investor protection umbrella is
meant to cover all investors.153 Critics argue that the best way to
accomplish this mission is to cater disclosure towards those who
are best able to digest and analyze all the publicly available in-
formation about a company in order to set efficient markets for
investors.154 While professional investors and financial institu-
tions should be provided information necessary to set efficient
markets, all investors should have access to the same informa-
tion presented in a narrative format and the basic means to
analyze it.

Public policy goals on both sides of the aisle appear to support
providing for the retail investor. For example, the Biden
Administration’s commitment to equity155 implicitly supports a
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view geared toward supporting the retail investor, especially
considering that minorities and the underserved disproportion-
ately lack the training and/or experience that others possess.156

Republicans, signaling their desire for greater retail investor ac-
cess, recently proposed to lower the accredited investor require-
ments to enter the private securities markets.157 Further still, in
a tweet exchange, both Representative Ocasio-Cortez and Sena-
tor Cruz recently indicated support for retail investors when
Robinhood decided to block retail investor trading during the
meme stock craze.158

The political agreement arises because greater inclusion of
retail investors not only enhances corporate governance but also
bridges the gap between corporate power and society.159 As Profes-
sors Ricci and Sautter argue, giving ordinary citizens the power
to vote as shareholders grants them a new avenue to hold
corporations accountable.160 Further still, increased access to the
stock market “can be a strong saving technology,” and promote
social cohesion.161

Finally, the legislative history of the ‘33 and ‘34 Acts reflects an
intent to protect primarily retail investors.162 However, some com-
mentators point out that the financial markets have evolved in
numerous ways, including the speed at which the markets absorb
information and the sophistication of the participants.163 Thus,
they argue, all are best served by catering to the more sophisti-
cated investors.164 While this view is consistent with the overarch-
ing intent of Congress, it does not account for the fact that
Congress sought to protect investors by providing them direct ac-
cess to the requisite information, thereby allowing individuals to
personally interpret that information and make their own
decisions.165 By presenting the required information in confusing
financial jargon, a wall of unintelligible data, or through the
analysis of a third party, direct access to information is cut off,
and retail investors are unable to perform their own analysis,
frustrating the original intent of the Acts.

B. How AI Can Help—Benefits
If retail investors are hungry for information,166 how can the

current disclosure framework be modified to be more friendly to
both the retail investor and the sophisticated market player? Us-
ing the 2012 financial literacy report as a guide, retail investors
appear to prioritize the following: (1) disclosures before they make
an investment decision, (2) “summary documents containing key
information about the investment product” (3) “clear, concise, un-
derstandable language, using bullet points, tables, charts, and/or
graphs” and (4) a “layered approach” or approach where key in-
formation is first sent and then upon request a more detailed
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disclosure is sent.167 Regarding what information retail investors
like to see before purchase, the report found four major categories:
(1) fees/expenses; (2) investment performance; (3) principal risks;
and (4) investment objective.168

The current disclosure framework mixes investor friendly and
investor hostile regulations.169 Where the Commission sought to
make documents intelligible by requiring most of them to be in
plain English, the Commission also made it more difficult for
retail investors to find information by allowing issuers to
incorporate information from other documents. Further still, the
Commission170 and commentators171 call for issuers to disclose ad-
ditional information. Absent from these discussions is any regard
for the needs of retail investors so that they can process the in-
formation in order to make informed investment decisions.
Rather, these discussions focus on the merit of the disclosure
item itself and not on how investors will digest the information
effectively.

AI could effectively bridge the gap between substantive—ef-
ficient disclosure and the needs of retail investors. Currently, is-
suers upload disclosure documents as PDF’s or machine readable
XBRL documents172 onto EDGAR and their website. What hap-
pens after that is completely left in the hands of the investor.
Programmers could train machine learning enabled AI to ef-
fectively scan the language in these documents and provide a
tailored summary report to the investor173 regarding their priori-
ties, typically around fees, risks, and investment objective.174

Moreover, investors could provide their information preferences
and train the AI directly. For example, an ESG minded retail in-
vestor could train the AI to include a summary of the environmen-
tal disclosure.

AI could also provide the investor with the ability to analyze
and compare past disclosures. While today investors have to
locate and extract data, a machine learning AI system could be
queried regarding company performance in a colloquial question-
and-answer format like that utilized by ChatGPT.175 An AI system
could even create charts and graphs that could be analyzed by a
retail investor, saving hours of data gathering and reading time.176

An AI system allows issuers the principal advantage of lower-
ing both liability and cost. Potential litigants heavily scrutinize
the disclosure documents for human error as well as potential
fraud.177 Instead, the onus would be on the AI to be able to analyze
the disclosure information given and make sure it is providing an
accurate yet succinct summary of the document, thus eliminating
the risk of human error.178 The legal implications of a shift in li-
ability to the programmers or agency responsible for creating the
AI will be discussed in the next section.179
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As discussed above, a pure information model provides an issu-
er’s “raw” data, enabling investors to draw their own conclusions
from the information rather than relying on the issuer’s interpre-
tation of the data.180 It is thought that the raw data will enable
the true status and prospects of the issuer to be discerned.181

However, as Professor Hu recognizes, this alternative model relies
on “computer and Internet technologies.”182 Indeed, AI is a pre-
requisite to access the information under this regime because it
can quickly and effectively scan data for trends in data and can
even be trained to spot new trends.183 An AI system would be a
particularly helpful tool in helping investors analyze raw
numbers not presented in a narrative format.184

Scholars and commentators have noted the raw data provided
in the “pure information” model would allow sophisticated and
institutional investors to create an accurate picture of an is-
suer,185 and it is these investors who create the most efficient
market for all investors.186

However, this view overlooks the fact that the “pure informa-
tion” model removes the issuer’s analysis of its own strategic and
financial situation,187 leaving retail investors to rely solely upon
the analysis of others unaffiliated with the issuer. Retail inves-
tors would likely perceive the shift in access to information and
take steps to bridge the information gap between them and more
sophisticated investors. An AI system allowing retail investors to
analyze financial information stored in a wall of data would be as
natural as Gutenberg’s printing press enabling the masses to ac-
cess the knowledge stored in books.

C. Bringing About a Retail Investor Friendly AI
While more sophisticated investors already have access to

advanced AI to analyze disclosure statements, the vast majority
of retail investors currently lack those means. The development
of an AI system geared towards the needs of retail investors here
could take different paths. First, programmers could make open-
source AI to allow retail investors to analyze the disclosure
documents. Second, a business could commercialize an AI to help
retail investors analyze the disclosure documents. Finally, a
government entity, presumably the SEC, could release its own
version of an AI system geared to retail investors.

The first approach would be an open-source AI, which is com-
puter code that anyone can inspect, modify, and enhance.188 There
is already some precedent for open-source code being used to
more effectively search EDGAR filings.189 OpenEDGAR is an open
source framework that allows researchers to input precise terms
and gather data on trends and other research interests.190 The
designers note the difficulty researchers have in replicating
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research based on EDGAR using prior platforms and note that AI
can unlock answers for many important research questions.191

While OpenEDGAR is not advertised as a platform to be used
by investors to make investment decisions and is not particularly
friendly to the technologically uninitiated, it represents a proof of
concept for retail investor friendly AI geared towards making
investment decisions. A significant benefit of an open-source solu-
tion is that individual coders can take the code and edit the AI to
make it more responsive to certain factors,192 thus increasing
choice for retail investors. However, if coders are making edits to
code that ultimately affect an investor’s investment decision,
does a duty arise to ensure the code is presenting reasoned,
unbiased insights?193

A person or entity will be deemed an investment adviser, if
they meet three requirements: 1) they engage in the business of
providing advice regarding the purchase or sale of securities; 2)
the advice is provided to another; and 3) that advice is for
compensation.194 The SEC looks to the regularity and frequency
of advisory activities when determining if an advisor is engaged
in the business of advising, and the compensation element is met
if the advisor receives any economic benefit from the person
receiving the advice.195 In an open source AI system, the
compensation element would be the hardest to identify since
anyone can use the code without cost.196 Therefore, entities offer-
ing opensource AI for a fee would likely be considered an invest-
ment advisor and owe duties, while entities that offer it for free
would not.

The second path for the development of a retail investor-focused
AI system is through private commercialization. In the current
disclosure framework, there already exists many services offered
to sophisticated investors that speed up disclosure analysis.197

Many of these platforms are following the rise of AI and
incorporating it into their platforms. Given that a commercial
product has not risen to popularity among retail investors cur-
rently, it is unlikely one will be developed without a change in
circumstances.198 This can largely be attributed to the role broker-
ages currently play in providing investors research.199 However,
in a pure information disclosure framework, where the issuer
only discloses raw data, there may be a stronger incentive for
businesses to provide a retail investor friendly model. When
people gate-keep any type of useful disclosure, the incentive to
access the insights is much stronger. The benefit of a retail inves-
tor friendly AI created by a business is that businesses have
financial incentive to keep their AI up to date and can meet mar-
ket demands much more quickly.

Moreover, a business can be regulated and has the resources to
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comply with applicable laws. This type of business would meet
the definition of an investment advisor and be subject to SEC
regulations and fiduciary duties.200 The drawbacks include a profit
incentive for businesses to change the algorithm to favor certain
issuers over others. The SEC has recently moved against broker-
age platforms for this conduct and the recently proposed rule
would address this problem directly, requiring these businesses
to eliminate or neutralize any conflicts of interest.201

A third and final option for bringing about a retail friendly in-
vestor AI would be through one of the government’s consumer
facing agencies or through the SEC itself. The most obvious
candidate is the SEC. The Commission has been, and remains,
the primary regulator of investments. Simply, the agency is the
disclosure expert and has the technical expertise to create a
retail-friendly AI system.202 A possible obstacle to the Commission
creating such an AI is their mandate to not participate in merit
regulation,203 where the government evaluates the investment
merits of the offering.204 By providing an AI that helps investors
make investment decisions, it is arguable that the Commission
would be providing investors with information based on the
merits of the offering.205

Proponents of the merit regulation argument would argue that
the additional step of performing analysis on the information, ei-
ther through AI generated narrative disclosure or through the
creation of graphs and charts, constitutes an extra step beyond
normal disclosure. Many of the same questions the Commission
is scrutinizing Broker-Dealers and Investment Advisors over
would need to be addressed by the Commission.206 How would the
Commission ensure their AI does not contain a conflict of inter-
est? Who would be responsible for double-checking the outputs?
Detractors from the merit regulation would point out that no ad-
ditional disclosure or tailoring of the advice to the investor is
actually taking place. Rather, the AI is simply a search tool to
help investors quickly and more efficiently find the information
for which they were looking. In this scenario, a well-tailored AI
would likely pass scrutiny and be allowed as a function of their
disclosure mandate.

It appears beyond debate that EDGAR is in a poor state. De-
spite an announcement to renovate the platform in the 2000’s,207

there has been little traction on updating it. Given the current
state of the disclosure framework, AI could be a welcome replace-
ment of, or supplement to EDGAR searches. In a “pure informa-
tion” framework, AI would be a necessity to parse the disclosure.
Thus, the reservations about the government participating in
merit regulation by providing a baseline means to analyze the
data would likely be less potent. Also, government agencies are
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exempt from regulation as investment advisers. The agency itself
would have to determine what framework it will provide to
regulate the AI system.208

Another candidate, though unlikely, would be the Consumer
Financial Protection Board (CFPB). While currently the CFPB
does not have authority to regulate those providing advisory
financial services regarding securities,209 developing an investor
friendly AI does fit within their mission to insure “consumers are
provided with timely and understandable information to make
responsible decisions about financial transactions.”210 They also
have experience working with AI to protect consumers.211 It is
unlikely that CFPB has the authority to create an AI to help
retail investors with securities matters because their jurisdiction
excludes institutions under SEC purview. However, with help
from Congress, the agency may be the best situated in terms of
retail investor knowledge to create such an AI due to their
competencies and constituents.212

Private enterprise is the most likely source to create an inves-
tor friendly AI. Open-source solutions are hampered by the
technical expertise needed to get the system operational and are
challenged by the dependency upon volunteer programmers
needed to keep the system current. Government agencies cur-
rently lack the willpower or authority to create an AI system.
Thus, the best framework is the one in which private business
provides an AI system for investors.
IV. IMPLICATIONS

A. Seeing Retail Investors as Equals
This Article can make no promise that investors will take

advantage of the AI tool proposed here. However, as a matter of
principle, an AI tool should be provided to make the disclosure
accessible to any investor who wishes to make sense of the docu-
ments, retail or professional. Further, as the SEC requires issu-
ers to disclose more information, issuers should not count on
investors getting lost in the overwhelming amount of disclosure.
Finally, in a world where retail investors can band together to ex-
ert their will, institutional investors should be more acceding to
their informational needs.

The current state of the disclosure regime is not ideal for either
retail investors or sophisticated investors. Yet, retail investors
own about a third of all publicly issued equity213 and are entitled
to all the same information as a sophisticated investor in the
public market. What does it say about the public markets that
one group has preferential access to information over another
group?214 At what point do the rights of the minority need to be
protected from predations by the majority? Even in the current
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state of disclosure where investors tend not to read them, the
very principle that they have access to that information is what
matters in the context of securities law.215 The more investors,
both in terms of total investment and absolute number, who are
able to access and utilize that information in making investments
leads to a healthier capital market and society.216 As Professors
Ricci and Sautter argue, by engaging retail investors, corpora-
tions benefit because they have more access to their consumers
and their views but also benefits society by making the corpora-
tions more beholden to the views of the citizenry as opposed to
entrenched corporate interests.217 In effect, retail investors can
bridge the gap between corporations and society.218

For the disclosure framework to continue to work as intended,
investors need the ability to easily navigate disclosure and moni-
tor them over time. For example, the SEC’s current efforts to
require disclosure of carbon emissions is making headlines.219

However, no one appears to be concerned about what will happen
to the disclosure following its implementation. If these efforts
simply result in another line item in Regulation S-K and predict-
able cookie-cutter 10(b) claims, what practical good was ac-
complished? Without AI, all investors and especially environmen-
tally conscious investors will have a more difficult time tracking
down and analyzing a company’s environmental footprint.220 If
the Commission and the public are going to demand that
companies disclose more information, an interested party—
whether the government, a business, or a consortium of indepen-
dent programmers—must supply the means for retail investors
to efficiently and effectively utilize it.

“Hubris means deadly pride. Thinking you can do things better
than anyone else.”221 In the wake of the meme stock episode in
2021, professional investors and talking heads were quick to
point out the greed and lunacy in buying large positions in a
video game retailer that at the time seemed destined to become
the next Blockbuster.222

The meme stock craze was and still is driven in part by greed
and general lack of financial acumen. However, the solution—to
limit retail investors ability to trade—is wrong.223 First, limiting
the ability of investors to access information and even trade goes
against both ESG and free market principles.224 A lack of concern
or effort to make a stakeholder group completely reliant on an-
other stakeholder group does not fit with the social pillar of
ESG.225 From a free market perspective, this effort can be seen as
the government providing an advantage to one group over the
other. The best solution is to provide investors with the tools and
skills to help them make better informed decisions.226 While part
of that solution involves teaching retail investors about pump
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and dump schemes, it also involves giving them the tools and ac-
cess to information they desire227 so that they can make their own
assessments. As Speaker Rayburn made clear, it is enough for
the information to be provided and it is up to the investor to be
“wise enough to use it.”228

B. Problems Inherent with AI
AI comes with inherent risks and problems including: the black

box, concerns about an AI cascade, and privacy concerns. As oth-
ers have pointed out, AI is dependent on accurate data being
provided.229 Presumably in both the current regime and in a “pure
information” environment intentionally, knowingly, or recklessly
providing inaccurate data would be actionable under 10(b).230 So
for the purposes of this discussion, the Article limits the risks to
threats inherent in using AI.

An important facet to be aware of when considering applying
AI to the disclosure regime is the black box problem.231 The main
drawback here would be understanding how the AI decides to
promote certain disclosure items over others or how it translates
the data into a presentable format. Moreover, there are questions
around how the AI would interact with users and learn from
their preferences. AI development is a cycle of inputs, computa-
tions, and outputs.232 Not only do the inputs affect the computa-
tional outcome but also how the user or programmer adjusts the
code.233 There has been scholarship on how to negate or lessen
the effects of this problem, like placing a human in the computa-
tional loop.234 However, regulators, lawmakers, and users may
have to be aware and comfortable that there may be some aspects
of the AI that they will not understand.

There are also concerns that different AI systems acting in
unison could create a financial cascade that wipes out value, such
as occurred in the Flash Crash,235 where an AI system created a
massive trade and executed it in about 20 minutes.236 Other AI
programs recognized this trade and quickly made corresponding
trades in response.237 As a result, the Dow experienced a 9.16%
drop and billions of dollars of market capitalization was wiped
out.238 This problem could occur with the AI proposed if a
substantial group of retail investors contemporaneously executed
the same trades based on the same information. However, the
confluence of all three of these events is unlikely given that the
proposed AI system is to supplement human understanding and
not execute trades.

Finally, how would the provider of an AI service fall under the
current privacy financial privacy protections?239 In what ways
could the owner of this AI use the information to promote their
own business interests? Do retail investors need more privacy
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protection in the financial space? These questions and more would
need to be addressed by regulators and lawmakers.

CONCLUSION
AI will continue to play an ever-increasing role in society and

the markets. The Commission and private actors have the op-
portunity to apply this technology to make reading and analyzing
disclosure documents easier for retail investors. By taking
advantage of this opportunity, the market will benefit because a
substantial share of retail investors will have better access to in-
formation and the pool of retail investors will become more
diverse. Further research should explore the Commission’s
regulation of this sort of AI as well as more specific features the
AI could provide. Along a similar vein, if the Commission decides
to renovate EDGAR with AI, decision makers need to provide the
legal reasoning for why this would not be merit regulation.
EDGAR and the Commission risk being caught flat footed as AI
search tools like ChatGPT hit the market. The Commission needs
to consider AI tools as a way to summarize ever-increasing
disclosure requirements and provide all investors access to that
information through a system that facilitates its usage.
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